
1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATIONS

This single-channel conditioner is for measurement of flow, rpm, and other phenome-
na that can be sensed by pulse transformer transducers with two-wire isolated wind-
ings (tachometer pickups, turbine flowmeters, etc.), transistor or logic-circuit drivers,
“zero-velocity” (true digital output) sensors, and similar frequency-generating trans-
ducers.  

The 10A40 accepts a wide range of wave shapes and voltage levels, either grounded
or floating—though it is not recommended for measuring frequencies under 25 Hz
without special modification.  The “Smart Schmitt” input threshold automatically
adjusts to accommodate signals from 10 mV to 200 V.  Nominal ±5 V-DC excitation is
supplied for use with a “zero-velocity” sensor.

Capacitive coupling of 0.1 or 10 µF is provided for low-frequency inputs, to eliminate
false triggering by signal noise and/or any positive or negative DC offset that exists for
the frequency signal.  A special trigger-level control guarantees reliable triggering
when the input is at the low end of the voltage range.  

The System 10 Central Processor controls frequency-range selection and applies an
appropriately calculated scaling factor to each measurement, if desired, following initial
entry of a special FREQUENCY CALIBRATION (FRQ) command (see Section 3.a,
below).  This convenient “calculated” calibration technique can be used when the manu-
facturer-supplied full-scale rating of the frequency source (or the highest frequency
expected to be measured) is known.  A precise 2.097152-MHz crystal frequency refer-
ence ensures accuracy of all calibrations, whether “absolute,” “calculated” (via the FRQ
command), or “two-point” (“dead-weight”).

ADDITIONAL 10A40 SPECIFICATIONS

Input:

Type: Any AC or unipolar pulse signal, grounded or floating, irrespective of waveform

Threshold Level: Accommodates signals from 100 mV to 200 V

Frequency Ranges: From 10% to 100% of 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000, 16000, or
32000 Hz; automatically selected—on an individual channel basis—when the channel is
configured; for the System 10 channel “type” code assigned to a 10A40 data chan-
nel, see Table 1, below

Excitation: Nominal 10 (i.e., ±5) V-DC; ±50 mA, maximum

Measurement Characteristics (per channel):

Normal-Mode Range: ±200 V operating and without instrument damage

Common-Mode Range: ±50 V operating; ±100 V, without instrument damage

Common-Mode Rejection Ratio: At 60 Hz: -120 dB; at 1 kHz: -60 dB

Input Impedance: Differential: 400 kΩ; Common-Mode: 100 kΩ
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Offset: Initial: ±0.05% of full scale; vs.Temperature: ±25 ppm/°C; vs.Time: ±20 ppm/month

Gain Accuracy: ±0.02% of full scale

Gain Stability: vs. Temperature: ±25 ppm/°C; vs. Time: ±20 ppm/month

Ripple and Noise: Readings are within the stated accuracy from 10% to 100% of the fre-
quency range in use

Filter (per channel): 3-pole modified Butterworth; 3 dB down at 2 Hz; 60 dB down at
25 Hz

Step-Response Settling Time (Full-Scale Output):
To 1% of final value: 600 msec
To 0.1% of final value: 750 msec
To 0.02% of final value: 1 sec

Auxiliary Output: Filtered output available on mainframe wire-wrap pin

Table 1  10A40 “Type” Codes

Full-Scale Channel
Range Type Code

250 Hz 40
500 Hz 41

1000 Hz 42
2000 Hz 43
4000 Hz 44
8000 Hz 45

16000 Hz 46
32000 Hz 47

2 TRANSDUCER CONNECTIONS

2.a   STANDARD CABLING

The Model 10A40’s I/O CONNECTOR mates with Daytronic CONDITIONER CONNEC-
TOR No. 60322, shown in Fig. 1.5 (in Manual Section 1.E.1).  Fig. 1(a) shows recom-
mended cabling for an intrinsically grounded transistor or logic-circuit driver; Fig. 1(b)
for a pulse transformer transducer with two-wire isolated windings (tachometer, tur-
bine flowmeter, etc.); and Fig. 1(c) for a “zero-velocity” (true digital output) sensor
requiring 10-V excitation.  Table 2 gives standard pin assignments for the I/O Connec-
tor.  

Table 2  Model 10A40 Pin Assignments

I/O Connector Conditioner
Pin Line

Number Function

1 +EXCITATION (+5 V-DC)
A –EXCITATION (-5 V-DC)
2 POWER COMMON
B Not Committed
3 +SIGNAL
C –SIGNAL

4,D Not Committed
5 POWER COMMON
E 0.1-µF COUPLING
6 Not Committed
F 10-µF COUPLING

7-10 Not Committed
H-L Not Committed
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Fig. 1  Model 10A40 Transducer Cabling

Fig. 1(a)  Cabling to 
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2.b   SPECIAL CABLING

Fig. 2 summarizes three kinds of special 10A40 connections you might need to estab-
lish:

UNGROUNDED FREQUENCY SOURCE

For a floating-source input and input from a zero-velocity sensor, where the –SIGNAL
is not grounded at the frequency source, the –SIGNAL pin (Pin C) should be tied
directly to POWER COMMON (Pin 2 or 5).  This connection is also shown in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c), above.

ELIMINATION OF DC OFFSET

The 10A40's input channel is supplied with two capacitive-coupled inputs (Pins E and
F of the rear I/O Connector provide 0.1- and 10-microfarad capacitance, respectively).
These special inputs may be used with either floating or grounded configurations;
they would not normally be used with zero-velocity sensors requiring 10-V excitation
(see Fig. 1(c)).

Fig. 2 shows how the larger (10-µF) capacitive coupling can be used to eliminate any
positive or negative DC offset that exists for a 10A40 channel's frequency signal.  Sim-
ply connect the +SIGNAL line from the frequency source to the 10-µF pin (Pin F),
instead of to the normal +SIGNAL pin (3).  The capacitor is here in series with the +SIG-
NAL input and allows only AC to pass.

SUPPRESSION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY NOISE IN LOW-FREQUENCY INPUT

False triggering can sometimes occur, especially at the low-frequency input range,
because of stray pickup of frequencies outside the common-mode range.  Capacitive
coupling of the frequency input to ground can in such cases serve to suppress
unwanted signal noise.  This noise suppression is always recommended when using a
MAGNETIC PICKUP as the frequency source.
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Thus, if you find your frequency reading to be unacceptably unstable or “noisy,” you
should tie the 0.1-µF pin (Pin E) to –SIGNAL (Pin C), while maintaining the normal
+SIGNAL connection to Pin 3.

2.c   PULL-UP RESISTOR

When used with an open-collector type sensor, the 10A40 requires a pull-up resistor
(typically 10 kΩ) between the +SIGNAL and the +5 V-DC EXCITATION (Pin 1).

3 SETUP AND/OR OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS

3.a   CONFIGURATION AND CALIBRATION

For initial configuration of the ANALOG INPUT CHANNEL dedicated to a specific
Model 10A40 card, see the general remarks on System 10 “real-channel” configura-
tion in Manual Section 1.G.1 and elsewhere in the System 10 Guidebook.  For 10A40
channel “type” codes, see Table 1, above.

You can use three calibration methods with the Model 10A40:

ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION

Described in Manual Section 1.G.3.b, this method is applicable only when the 10A40 is
being used to measure frequency itself (in Hz).  In this case, the user need only speci-
fy an appropriate SCALING FACTOR (“m” coefficient), once the 10A40-based input
channel has been properly configured.  

Thus, to calibrate a 10A40-based Channel No. “x,” you need only turn ON the system
EEPROM SWITCH and then apply the following SCALING FACTOR (EMM) command:

EMM x = m [CR]

where “m” equals the full-scale range corresponding to the channel’s present TYPE
designation, expressed to the precision desired for the channel’s data readings.
Channel “type” codes and associated full-scale ranges are given in Table 1, above.  If,
for example, a frequency-measuring 10A40 channel is “typed” as “43” (corresponding
to a full scale of 2000 Hz) and you want the channel to read tenths of a hertz, you
would enter an “m” value of “2000.0.”
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NOTE: The accuracy of “absolute” calibration of a 10A40-based channel is limited to
±0.05% of full scale.

CALCULATED CALIBRATION

This is generally the most convenient means of calibrating a 10A40 channel, when the
full-scale rating of the frequency source (or the highest frequency expected to be
measured) is accurately known.

Thus, to calibrate a 10A40-based Channel No. “x,” you need only turn ON the system
EEPROM SWITCH and then apply the following FREQUENCY CALIBRATION (FRQ)
command:

FRQ x = i, u [CR]

For “i,” enter the manufacturer-supplied full-scale rating of the frequency source (or
the highest frequency expected to be measured), in hertz.  For “u,” enter the corre-
sponding value of the measured phenomenon, expressed in the desired engineering
units.  You need not zero the channel in this case.  The FRQ command will only work if
Channel No. x has been assigned the proper “type” code (see Table 1).

Note that a channel calibrated by the FRQ command will report measurement data to
a precision matching that of the entered “u” value.  If, for example, you're measuring
“liters per minute,” and enter a “u” of “750,” then all subsequent channel readings will
be rounded to the nearest liter per minute.  If the entry is “750.0,” then all readings will
be rounded to the nearest tenth of a liter per minute.

TWO-POINT (DEADWEIGHT) CALIBRATION

Using the standard ZERO (ZRO) and FORCE (FRC) commands, this conventional
“zero and span” method can be applied to a 10A40 channel if the full-scale rating of
the frequency source is unknown, and if the channel’s received frequency input is an
analog of another parameter—such as Gallons Per Minute—which has one or more
independently and accurately known calibration values.  It can also be used to
improve the ABSOLUTE calibration of an input that measures frequency itself (beyond
the 10A40 card’s inherent limit of ±0.05% of full scale).  The mainframe’s EEPROM
Write Protect Switch must be ON for the ZRO and FRC commands to be effective.
See Manual Section 1.G.5 for a general discussion of this calibration technique.

3.b   TRIGGER-LEVEL ADJUSTMENT

Regardless of the method chosen, full calibration of a Model 10A40 data channel
requires the following procedure, which ensures reliable triggering when the input is
at the low end of the frequency range.

IMPORTANT: IF YOU ARE USING TWO-POINT (DEADWEIGHT) CALIBRATION, this
adjustment must precede calibration of the 10A40 channel.  If ABSOLUTE or CALCU-
LATED CALIBRATION is used, it should follow application of the EMM or FRQ com-
mand (respectively).

1. Provide “live” display of the 10A40 channel's data reading.

2. Remove the front bezel for the A-card rack containing the 10A40 card.

3. Without removing the 10A40 card from its slot, locate the TRIGGER-LEVEL CON-
TROL, which is accessible from the front of the card (see Fig. 3).

4. Using a small insulated screwdriver, turn the screw of the TRIGGER-LEVEL CON-
TROL fully clockwise.
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5. Using a connected transducer as frequency source, apply an input of approxi-
mately 10% of the full-scale range for which the 10A40 has been configured.

6. Turn the TRIGGER-LEVEL CONTROL counterclockwise until the 10A40's data
reading drops to zero.

7. Turn the TRIGGER-LEVEL CONTROL clockwise two full turns.
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